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This is to inform you that The Kosciuszko Radio station has broad
cast; the following appels to the Polish nation and the polish Home 
Army.

"Warsaw trembles from the roar of guns,The_Soviet armies/pushing 
forward and are near Praga.They come to us to bring us liberation,The 
Germans,when pushed out from Praga,will attempt to hold Warsaw and 
will try to destroy everything. In Bialystok they sacked everything for 
6 days. They murdered thousands of our brothers.We must do everything 
to avoid a repetition of these horrors in Warsaw,People of Warsaw to 
arms! The whole population should gather round the National Council 
and the Underground Army.Attack the Germans, Stop the Germans destroy
ing public buildings,Assist the Red Army in crossing the Vistula,
Give it information and show it the best forms.The more, than a.. mill.ion 
inhabitants ought to become anrjarmy of a million men fighting for 
liberation and destroying the erman invaders"
July 29th 19hh /Broadcast by Union of Polish patriots in Moscow,/

"Appeal to WARSAW: F I G H T  T H E  G E R M A N S ! "
No doubt Warsaw already hears the guns of the battle which is 

soon to bring her liberation,Those who have their heads to thellitlerite 
power will again as in 1939 join battle with the germans'this time 
for the decisive action.

PThe Polish Army now entering olish territory,trained in the 
USSR is now joined to the People's Army to form the corps of the Polish 
Armed Forces,the armed arm of our nation in its struggle for independ
ence. Its ranks will be joined tomorrow by the sons of WARSAW. They 
will all together with the allied army pursue the enemy westwards;* 
wipe out the itlerite vermin from the Polish land' and strike a mortal 
blow at the best of Prussian Imperialism.For WARSAW,which did not yield 
but fought on,the hour of action has already arrived,The Germans^will - 
no doubt try to defend themselves in Warsaw and add new destruction and 
more thousands of victims, ur houses and parks,our bridges and Ralway 
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Stations,our factories and public buildings will be turned into defence 
positions,They will expose the City to ruin and its inhabitants to death*- 
They will try to take away all the most precous possesions and turn into, 
dust all that they have to leave behind,It is therefore a hundred times 
more necessary than ever to remember that in the flood of Hitlerite 
destruction all is lost that is not saved by active effort,that by 
direct active struggle in the streets of WARSAW,in its houses,factories 
and stores we not only hasten the moment of final liberation,but also 
save a Nation*$ property and the lives of our brothers,
JULY 17th 1944

’’The front nears Poland at blitz speed,The german will dig therns-* 
selves in Poland,this will be their last card,They are fortifying the 
Eastern outskirts of Warsaw and the banks of the Vistula near Sandomierz. 
The underground Polish forces are ready for the struggle,,,.,,"
JULY 15 th 194Lu

An appeal to the people of the provinces of Bialystok and Lomza 
to rise in arms,
JULY 16th 1944

A similar appeyl. - ,
JULY 9th.1944

"The Soviet forces are advancing irresistably,They aim not only 
at the liberation of Russian lands but also of other lands as well, 
including Polish ones,That is why it is so important to organise an 
anti-German movement in the fighting rear,Righting trance has shown the 
way,The Polcffi will not be missing in this struggle."

/to be continued/
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"The Sted Army is coming to us and with it the Polish Army.She eyes 
of all Poles are turned on these armies.The final struggle with the Nazi 
beast is at hand.At the beginning of the last century the greater part 
of uor country was under the ^erman yoke,They did everything to rob and 
demora.lise the Poles.But then the Prussians were mistaken in their 
calculations,Help came from Prance - the Poles went into battle. When 
the French Armies entered 'Warsaw in 1806 the people oried with o’oy and 
kissed the French soldiers,How the Polish nation will rise again to 
exterminate the German vermin.
.JULY 6th 1944

An appeal to follow the example of the ^eople*® Army,to rise and 
expell the enemy.
JUNE 15th 1944

"After the beginning of the invasion the will to figth has grown 
Y/ithin the Home Army. It is generally believed that it is time to act. 
There is great discontent with the orders of Sosnkowski and Bor.
JUNE 19th 1944

Instructions for partisans.
JURE 7th and 8th 1944

An appeal to rise in arms,
.JUNE 2nd 1944
' "".'.V.tlie armed resistance of the peasant masses in the Lublin district 

has given an interest growth of partisan battles vdiich spread from villagt 
to village and from party to party.This armed resistance movement has 
saved tens of thounsands from death and has inflicted great losses on the 
Germans.These battles have shown that a mass armed resistance is possible 
and that the losses are smaller in fighting than in submitting passively 
to terrorism,To day no one should dare to say that the Poles are mad.




